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About This Game

The technical definition of the game is: A sandbox survival village-builder with randomly generated terrain and Sims-like AI
villagers (that's a mouthful).

But really, Mind the Vikings is supposed to be a more personal take on a genre that oftentimes focuses on building giant
anonymous cities. We want you as the player to interact with each and every viking in a unique way, get to know them, and

build an amazing viking village with them!

Your feedback is crucial:
We are always changing our path to victory, and with your feedback we'll change many times again, but to give you an idea of

what the future might look like, we created this:
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Publisher:
Idyl
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Sweet! KUDOS to you guys for giving us another iteration of Pro Strategy Football!! For those out there that haven't played
PSF 2016 - you will definitely want to give PSF 2018 a try. Like PSF 2016, it's a great coaching sim. It looks simple, but it can
be complex. You have to review your roster and your opponent's to see how you can best exploit your team's strengths to your
opponent's weaknesses. Stats.......it's all stats. The AI isn't a pushover. You will get
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicked if you don't plan your moves. But it's fun as hell.

If you have played PSF 2016, well there isn't a lot new here. The playcalling menu has been streamlined a bit which is good. The
graphics are the same - which is fine. You can import\/export csv files for editing leagues and such and the career mode has
been expanded so that you can draft players and watch your team improve through infinite years. Nothing earth shaking......but
it's good to have a new version of the game. Only gripe - and it was my gripe on PSF 2016 - there is no crowd noise. Now I
know this is mostly a coaching simulator, but a bit of crowd noise in the background or at least when a team scores would add so
much atmosphere to the game. I don't know why they can't incorporate a proper sound file to make that happen. But they didn't
in this go'round. Maybe next time. Also, the music - well there is one loop - and it is loud. You cannot adjust the volume on the
music or anything else. It's either you switch it on or off. Odd. There should be some way to adjust the sounds.

Bottom line: if you have 2016 - might not be worth the $20 as there isn't a lot new. I bought it because I was so damn curious
about it since it was a new version. If you don't have 2016 - you should go for this. It's definitely fun.

WARNING: This is not a twitch football game. You cannot control the players. You watch the players execute the plans you
have made for them. The graphics are not Madden style. They are old school, yet charming graphics perfectly suited for the
purpose intended. This is basically a chess game where you decide what the players do - it's your guys versus their guys.
Make\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665decisions and you'll get your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you.
Of course there is a bit of luck and rng, which can be annoying, but in the end, it's all about the strategy.. if love treasure games
and run&gun this is definatly right up your ally
. No menu, no settings and very much lag. It is not a good game.. This game is one of THOSE games where there is no logic
behind the puzzles.
There is no reason or rhyme behind it. Why would anyone hide "this" over "there"?. The English translation is below.

当我开始的时候，我不知道这个游戏想要干什么。
我不知道如何通关。
这个游戏的操作也十分怪异。

When I start the game, I don’t know what to do and how to pass a level.
The control is weird to me.
. Beautiful, simple and relaxing hidden object game. It is the perfect game to help you unwind after a long day.. Get this DLC if
you are new to train simulator you get some really good DLC with it. and I like using this route if I'm sad it makes me feel
better.. A sensible way to increase the game's longevity. Fewer quests requiring high difficulty runs would have been nice,
considering how hard it was to get geared for them in Vermintide 1.. Great game, like many have said before it is a "WIP" im
not going to criticize the game and name the pros and cons of it, but it is definitely one of my best experiences on Vr and has the
potential to be an outstanding game.. god I wanted to like this game
but it's just so boring
it's like playing Subspace Emissary in Brawl and that wasn't good either
it has a little bit of customization and some jenky stuff but the stages are forgettable, combat is slow and clunky, it's just plain
dull
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i like this game i would reccomend it to my friends but they are not this kind of gamer. this game drives me nuts.
so nuts i would probably be locked up forever in a psych ward if i kept playing it for more than an hour a day. So far I have
enjoyed the game greatly. Very much like To End all Wars the WW1 game by the same people. Unfourtanately the game has
proven rather unstable. I am still unsure if it is the game or something on my end.. This game is... Excellent! More considering
from how small Studio SiestA is.
The references to Trouble Witches (Their most popular STG game out there, you should check it out too) are amazing, the
bullet and hitbox is awesome, the history is even very cool too.

Now here is the thing that... most people for some... reason... Don't seem to know lol
This game is 4 to 5 buttons, one of them is to make the ship slowdown, if you don't press it, you are at max speed, just
remember that when getting the game (So, don't even try to play this on Keyboard unleast you have perfect control and anti
ghosting)

As I said before, I really love what this is, just a bit odd you cannot do TATE on it, weird lol.
But everything else is really good, going to check out the new expansion too.. The idea is very interesting, I'd love a virtual
museum in which to see famouse works of art and being able to get really close and in the comfort of home; however, this demo
lacks in content (but this is understandable since it's free) and quality: the 3d models of the artworks are not that great, most are
really low resolution and from what I can recall from some things I have seen IRL the scale of the statues is not really portrayed
realistically.
VR would be an excellent medium for this type of content: imagine an Art History class about classic statues and being able to
look at them in 3D closely, moving around them (also, some statues are on a pedestal, I don't see the point, bring them down so
one can inspect them more carefully!), I hope this kind of projects get expanded. Excelent game!
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